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Merit LILIN Application Note 

 
How to use AI camera for HTTP Post Notification 

 

Document Number：A00319 

Date：2022/04/07 

Dept: Technical Support, Taipei 

 

Subject: This document describes how to configure a LILIN 7 series AI camera for HTTP Post 

Notification for a third-party cloud 

 

Firmware requirement: 2.0.3.2 at here 

Device Supported: LILIN IP 7 series AI camera  

 

 

Case Study: 

1. The customer needs LPR (Ontario, Canada) + Counting (need to know what kind of car such as 

general RV, bus, truck, van or other different types of cars that can be supported, etc.) 

 

2. Must be able to send relevant metadata (LPR, counting data, vehicle type and Time stamp as 

mentioned above) to the customer's software through HTTP Get JSON format every 15 minutes 

(or let the customer set the time by themselves) 

 

License Requirements 

1. 01AI: USA and Canada 

2. 03AI: Traffic counting 

 

Number Plate Notification 

Setup “My Plate Notification” HTTP event as below: 

Host IP: sensors.a1innovationgroup.com 

URL: /v1/lilin/post/sensor/data/test 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/91scve4pnwf2o9e/AABdFQI582XG2DUjEK87L-R8a?dl=0
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Setup Zone 2 for Car & Bus Counting 
Enable classification for Car and Bus. 
Setup Tripwire for the truck at behavior detection 
Select “Car and Bus” output event 
Set 5 minutes for “Post Every” and “Reset Every”: This will post the content to the cloud. 
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Use PTSV2 as an Example 

PTSV2 tool is can receive LILIN camera’s push notification.  It is easy to view the result posted via 
LILIN AI camera for trouble purpose. 
 
Visit https://ptsv2.com/ for a post URL. 

 

 
Copy and paste the URL of PTSV2 into LILIN’s camera as below:  Specify username and password.  

Click Testing button for push notification.  

https://ptsv2.com/
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You can review the posting content via PTSV2 cloud. 

 

Post Result 

Click “view” that it can verity the result. 
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Supported Tokens 
The supported tokens are below.  You can copy and paste the token into the “post content”.  
For example, if you put <|name|> into the “post content”.  Object name will be interpreted 
as the name of classified object and post to the cloud.  

 

Contact: 
For more information, please contact yourLILIN sales representative.You can alsosubmit a 
support ticket at https://LILIN.zendesk.com 

 

https://lilin.zendesk.com/

